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Research Scholar,
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Tamil Nadu Teachers
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INTRODUCTION
The very purpose of this study is
to construct and validate a research
instrument
for
measuring
the
employability skills of the professional
college students. For this, simple
random sampling technique was used
to select the sample. The inventory
having 73 items intended for the pilot
study was administered to a sample
of 100 students studying Medicine,
Engineering, Law, Agriculture and
Teacher Education courses. After the
pilot study, item analysis was done to
standardize the research instrument.
Finally, 40 items were selected for the
final study.
EMPLOYABILITY
Etymologically
the
term
‘employability’ can be broken as
‘employ + ability’. Literally, it refers
to the ability to be employed.
Employability is a difficult concept to
define succinctly and comprehensively.

Dr. M. Govindan

Professor and Head,
Department of
Educational Psychology,
Tamil Nadu Teachers
Education University,
Chennai.

Hillage and Pollard (1998) viewed
employability is about having the
capacity to gain initial employment,
maintain employment and obtain new
employment. Employability is a multidimensional concept and has been
studied from societal, organisational
and individual perspectives, all of focus
on different groups to identify potential
employability aspects (Mc Quaid &
Lindsay, 2005). From an organisational
perspective the notion of employability
includes various forms of general and
specific competence (van der Heijde
& van der Heijden, 2006). From an
individual perspective, employability
refers to an individual‘s assets in the
form of competence and qualifications
as well as how this competence is
marketed and implemented (Hillage
& Pollard, 1998). Employability is not
just about students making deposits
in a bank of skills (Morely, 2001).
Knight (2001) and Yorke (2001) viewed
the concept of employability to be
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a “synergic combination of general the professional college students. So, the
qualities, skills of various kinds and investigator constructed an inventory
subject understanding’’.
for the purpose of investigation. The
inventory aims at measuring the level of
EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
The Liberalised, Privatised and the employability skills of the professional
Globalised World requires a more skilled college students.
workforce to fulfil the requirements of Steps Involved in Constructing the
any organisation. There is gap between Employability Skills Inventory
graduate attributes not only their
Information
regarding
the
employment readiness but also their
employability
skills
of
the
professional
employability skills. Employability skills
can be defined as the transferral skills college students was collected at three
needed by an individual to make them stages.
employable. The UK Commission on 1. Discussion with the employers,
Employment and Skills (UKCES, 2009),
recruiting agencies and professional
defined employability skills as “the skills
college students.
almost everyone needs to do almost
2. Extensive review of related studies.
any job”. The term is a generic one and
not always used: some refer to “soft 3. Investigators personal observation.
For the purpose of collecting the
outcomes” (Leoyd and O’ Sullivan,2004)
“practical skills” (Dewsan, Eccles et al; required information regarding the
2000) “life skills”, and “soft skills” or employability skills of the professional
“character capabilities” (Margo, Grant college students, the investigator met
et al. 2010) to refer to very similar sets of the employers and the recruiting
skills or attributes. Employability skills agencies and asked their opinion about
are also defined as skills not only to gain the skills needed for their organisation
employment, but also to progress within at present and in future. The investigator
an enterprise. So as to achieve ones also met the professional college
potential and contribute successfully to students and obtained their views
enterprise strategic directions (DEST- on the employability skills and their
2002).
knowledge on labour market. Further,
investigator reviewed several research
CONSTRUCTION OF
studies related to the employability
EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
skills of the college students.
INVENTORY
As per the investigator’s knowledge, ITEM POOLING
The information collected through
there is no standardised tool for
various
sources and the investigator’s
measuring the employability skills of
2
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direct observation were arranged and •
scrutinised. Totally 73 statements
related to employability skills of the
professional college students generated
and classified into 3 dimensions and a
draft tool was prepared.
•
• Fundamental skills: The abilities
required for doing the assigned
work or profession successfully.

Team work skills: The ability
to work efficiently as a member
of a team and to understand
the dynamics that make teams
successful.
Personal Management skills: The
abilities one possesses to administer
him/herself and to have control
over one’s own self.

Table 1
Employability Skills Dimensions and the
Number of Statements in Each Dimension (Pilot Study)
Sl. No.

Dimensions

Serial-wise statement
number

Total number of
statements

1.

Fundamental skills

1 to 26

26

2.

Team work skills

27 to 47

21

3.

Personal management skills

48 to 73

26

Total number of statements

Pilot Study
In order to perfect the inventory,
a pilot study was conducted among
100 students studying in 5 professional
colleges,
located
in
Chennai,
Kanchipuram and Vellore Districts.
For the pilot study, 100 tools were
distributed to 50 male and 50 female
professional college students. The tools
were distributed and collected through
personal contact with the students in
the premises of the respective colleges.
The 100 tools administrated to the
pilot study were scored and arranged
in descending order from the top most

73

scorer to the bottom most scorer. The
two criterion groups- the upper group
consisting of 27 tools and the lower
group of 27 tools were arranged. Then
they were subjected to item analysis.
Item Analysis
There are 73 statements in the pilot
study inventory. For each statement,
the response pattern is “Yes” or “No”
and the score is assigned 1 for “Yes”
and 0 for “No”. In this way one can get
a maximum score of 73 and minimum
score of 0. Then the responses are
subjected to critical ratio analysis of ‘t’
and correlation analysis of ‘r’.
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Table 2
Employability Skills Inventory
Sl. No.
of the
Statements

Statements

‘t’
Value

‘r’
Value

Remarks

Dimension 1: Fundamental Skills

4

1

I can develop understanding from charts and
diagrams.

0.00

0.00

Not Selected

2

I can easily share information through computer.

2.45

0.31

Selected

3

I can use technology to explain my ideas.

0.58

0.05

Not Selected

4

I have necessary skills to solve any job related
problem.

4.58

0.40

Selected

5

I have the patience to listen to others views.

2.06

0.14

Not Selected

6

I have the attitude to appreciate others’ good
work.

2.43

0.38

Selected

7

I adapt scientific approach to explain ideas.

1.70

0.20

Not Selected

8

I use different reading strategy according to the
nature of information.

1.45

0.19

Not Selected

9

I have confidence in my written communications.

2.29

0.26

Not Selected

10

I can easily guess the clarification expected of me.

3.05

0.35

Selected

11

I can read and record data using appropriate tools
and technology.

3.68

0.30

Selected

12

I can make estimates and verify calculations.

1.18

0.22

Not Selected

13

I have confidence in my oral communications.

0.64

0.14

Not Selected

14

I am able to fix my goals according to my
preferences.

2.06

0.25

Not Selected

15

I can speak according to the nature of audience.

3.85

0.35

Selected

16

While speaking, I will be able to organize and
present views more clearly.

2.89

0.32

Selected

17

I will try to make sincere attempts to understand
the speaker, before I give my opinion.

2.05

0.26

Not Selected

18

I can assess the situations to identify the problems.

2.75

0.38

Selected

19

I can speak different points of view based on facts
and figures for better understanding.

3.36

0.36

Selected
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Sl. No.
of the
Statements

Statements

‘t’
Value

‘r’
Value

Remarks

20

I am creative and innovative in exploring the
possible solutions.

4.58

0.41

Selected

21

I will try to leave the subjects even if it is difficult.

2.28

0.22

Not Selected

22

I can make differences in delivering message of
facts, inferences, opinions and judgments.

3.90

0.29

Selected

23

I can effectively plan any assignments entrusted
to me.

2.59

0.41

Selected

24

I keep revising my plan until it becomes perfect.

1.60

0.24

Not Selected

25

I take notes whenever I read and listen.

2.89

0.29

Selected

26

I can easily understand the body language of a
person.

1.40

0.16

Not Selected

Dimension 2: Team Work Skills
27

I can understand the group dynamics.

1.40

0.08

Not Selected

28

I can provide feedback in a constructive manner
to the team members.

2.89

0.39

Selected

29

I can solve human conflicts.

2.15

0.19

Not Selected

30

I make decisions on the basis of information
gathered from the group members.

3.58

0.39

Selected

31

I do not mind to share my feelings and experiences
with others.

1.64

0.09

Not Selected

32

I can easily communicate my ideas to my team
members.

3.30

0.38

Selected

33

I am able to use my emotional feelings in the right
way to achieve the goals of my expectations.

1.60

0.11

Not Selected

34

When I am being stressed, I seek the advice of my
close friends.

1.80

0.21

Not Selected

35

I am interested in maintaining close association
with my team members.

1.40

0.15

Not Selected

36

I always think about doing a work in a different
perspective.

3.58

0.41

Selected
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Sl. No.
of the
Statements

Statements

‘t’
Value

‘r’
Value

Remarks

37

I keep interested in learning and doing things.

3.01

0.30

Selected

38

I am interested to work for more time to discover
new things and ideas.

2.18

0.25

Not Selected

39

I adjust my behaviour according to my
environment.

1.53

0.19

Not Selected

40

I can share my accomplishments with others.

4.01

0.34

Selected

41

I will strive for situations requiring improvement
and expansion in work.

1.36

0.25

Not Selected

42

I can strive to achieve the organization’s goal.

2.67

0.29

Selected

43

I can jointly plan and make decisions with others.

2.45

0.32

Selected

44

I give due respect to the thoughts and opinions of
my group members.

1.00

0.05

Not Selected

45

I can easily adopt the policy of a give and take to
achieve group targets.

3.90

0.38

Selected

46

I can lead and mobilize the group for best
performance of the task.

2.89

0.34

Selected

47

I can adjust with my co-workers.

2.37

0.32

Selected

Dimension 3: Personal Management Skills

6

48

I can feel good about myself at all times.

2.08

0.25

Not Selected

49

I can deal with peoples’ problems and situations
with honesty.

2.29

0.30

Selected

50

I am conscious of my health.

3.08

0.32

Selected

51

I can easily balance the work and personal life.

4.24

0.40

Selected

52

I can manage any kind of risk.

1.47

0.20

Not Selected

53

I can easily handle multiple tasks or projects
assigned to me.

3.19

0.28

Selected

54

My past experiences helps me to deal with any
issue.

1.53

0.21

Not Selected
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Sl. No.
of the
Statements

Statements

‘t’
Value

‘r’
Value

Remarks

55

I can manage with uncertainty.

2.89

0.26

Selected

56

I am pro-active to changes.

3.58

0.32

Selected

57

I am willing to learn continuously for professional
improvement.

2.37

0.28

Selected

58

I can assess my strengths and areas for further
development.

3.27

0.39

Selected

59

I can set my learning goals.

2.67

0.32

Selected

60

I can identify and access the learning sources and
opportunities.

2.15

0.23

Not Selected

61

I can accept constructive criticism.

4.89

0.36

Selected

62

I carryout necessary changes based on the
constructive criticism.

1.26

0.25

Not Selected

63

I used to ask permission to use another’s property.

1.67

0.22

Not Selected

64

I daily greet my co-workers.

2.97

0.30

Selected

65

I can use appropriate language for a given
situation.

3.91

0.34

Selected

66

I can easily demonstrate short term personal
goals.

4.56

0.49

Selected

67

All my personal goals are viable and consistent.

1.70

0.20

Not Selected

68

I can begin a task without prompting.

2.08

0.24

Not Selected

69

I ask for additional work or directions once a task
is accomplished.

4.03

0.30

Selected

70

I can respond appropriately when I am praised
for doing a good job.

1.85

0.22

Not Selected

71

I can work at an acceptable speed for a given task.

2.15

0.25

Not Selected

72

I can complete new task without diminishing the
level of performance of former task.

3.05

0.42

Selected

73

I do not get easily frustrated.

3.73

0.27

Selected
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In the study only such of those
items having satisfied the level of both
the ‘t’ value and ‘r’ value were selected. It
may be remembered that the tool used
in the pilot study has 73 statements in
total. Out of these 73 statements only
40 statements were selected and those
items are presented in table 3. These 40

statements constitute the final form of
the Employability Skills Inventory.
The following statement numbers
have been rejected, since the ‘t’ value
and the ‘r’ value were not at the level of
significance. 1,3,5,7,8,9,12,13,14,17,21,
24,26,27,29,31,33,34, 35,38,39,41,44,48,
52,54,60,62,63,67,68,70 and 71.

Table 3
Statements selected for final form of the Employability Skills Inventory
Serial number of the
Statements selected

‘t’ value

‘r’ value

Remarks

Dimension 1: Fundamental Skills
2

2.45

0.31

Selected

4

4.58

0.40

Selected

6

2.43

0.38

Selected

10

3.05

0.35

Selected

11

3.68

0.30

Selected

15

3.85

0.35

Selected

16

2.89

0.32

Selected

18

2.75

0.38

Selected

19

3.36

0.36

Selected

20

4.58

0.41

Selected

22

3.90

0.29

Selected

23

2.59

0.41

Selected

25

2.89

0.29

Selected

Dimension 2: Team Work Skills

8

28

2.89

0.39

Selected

30

3.58

0.39

Selected
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Serial number of the
Statements selected

‘t’ value

‘r’ value

Remarks

32

3.30

0.38

Selected

36

3.58

0.41

Selected

37

3.01

0.30

Selected

40

4.01

0.34

Selected

42

2.67

0.29

Selected

43

2.45

0.32

Selected

45

3.90

0.38

Selected

46

2.89

0.34

Selected

47

2.37

0.32

Selected

Dimension 3 : Personal Management Skills
49

2.29

0.30

Selected

50

3.08

0.32

Selected

51

4.24

0.40

Selected

53

3.19

0.28

Selected

55

2.89

0.26

Selected

56

3.58

0.32

Selected

57

2.37

0.28

Selected

58

3.27

0.39

Selected

59

2.67

0.32

Selected

61

4.89

0.36

Selected

64

2.97

0.30

Selected

65

3.91

0.34

Selected

66

4.56

0.49

Selected

69

4.03

0.30

Selected

72

3.05

0.42

Selected

73

3.73

0.27

Selected
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Table 4
Employability Skills Dimensions and the
Number of Statements in Each Dimension (Final Study)
Sl. No.

Dimensions

1
2

Fundamental Skills
Team Work Skills

Total Number of
Statements
13
11

3

Personal Management Skills

16

Total Number of Statements
RELIABILITY
Reliability refers to consistency
through a series of measurements. To
establish the reliability of the inventory
in the study, split-half method was
employed. The reliability co-efficient
by split-half method was found to be
0.97.The co-efficient indicates that
the constructed inventory possess the
reliability at significant level.
VALIDITY
The research tool constructed
by the investigator was validated by

40
applying content validity method. For
establishing validity the investigator
distributed a set of objectives and
the tool constructed for the study to
20 experts including employers,
recruiting agencies, labour market
analysts and some of the professional
college students to check whether the
statements given under the various
dimensions of the tool were related
to the present study and satisfy the
objectives of the study. On the basis of
their suggestions, minor corrections
were made for clarity in the tool.

Table 5
Norms for Employability Skills Inventory
Interpretation

10

Employability Skills Dimensions

Low

Average

High

Dimension-1 Fundamental Skills

1-2

3-7

8-13

Dimension-2 Team Work Skills

1-3

4-8

9-11

Dimension-3 Personal Management Skills

1-4

5-12

13-16

Total

1-10

11-28

29-40
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CONCLUSION

dimensions and the 40 statements in the
The final form of the Employability inventory are meaningful and reflect the
employability skills of the professional
Skills Inventory consists of 40
college students and it will be helpful to
statements with 3 dimensions. measure the level of their employability
The authors believes that the three skills.
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental degradation is a
process through which the natural
environment gets reduced in its
biological diversity and the general
health of the environment. This process
can be natural, or it can be accelerated
or caused by human activities. Many
international organizations recognize
environmental degradation as one
of the major threats facing Earth. If
the environment degraded, it will
lead to the end of human existence.
Environmental degradation is one of
the Ten Threats officially cautioned
by the High Level Threat Panel of the
United Nations. The World Resources
Institute (WRI), the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP),
the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and the World
Bank have made an important report on
health and the environment worldwide
on May 1, 1998.

like minerals and oil deposits are
vulnerable to depletion through overuse.
Habitat pressures that force animals
into a small area can also contribute
to resource depletion, as the animals
consume a high volume of material in
a small area. When the environment is
polluted, it means that toxic substances
have rendered it unhealthy. Pollution
may come from a variety of sources,
including vehicle emissions, industrial
runoff and accidental chemical release
from factories and poorly managed
harvesting of natural resources. In
some cases, pollution may be reversible
with costly environmental remediation
measures and in other instances, it may
take decades or even centuries for the
environment to cope with the pollution.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEGRADATION
Environmental degradation is
the deterioration of the environment
through depletion of resources such
There are number of ways in which as air, water and soil, the destruction
environmental degradation may occur. of ecosystems and the extinction
The resources become depleted. Air, of wildlife. It is defined as any change
water, soil and other natural resources
12
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or disturbance to the environment identify the causes of environmental
perceived
to
be
deleterious degradation and eliminate them one by
or
undesirable.
Environmental one.
degradation is of many types. When
• Increase in sophistication of
natural habitats are destroyed or natural
technology result in quick
resources are depleted, environment is
depletion of natural resources
degraded.
and deforestation.
The United Nations International
• Increase in population result
Strategy for Disaster Reduction
in increasing demand for
defines Environmental Degradation
natural resources like gold,
as “The reduction of the capacity of
diamond etc., which lead to fast
the environment to meet social and
extraction of natural resources.
ecological objectives and needs”.
• Pollution also leads to
The rapid growth of population and
environmental
degradation.
economic development is leading to a
Pollution includes industrial
number of environmental issues in India
runoff, vehicle emissions, use
because of the uncontrolled growth
of aerosols, air conditioning,
of urbanization and industrialization,
non-renewable plastics and
expansion and massive intensification
hazardous waste etc.,
of agriculture and the destruction of
• Soil erosion due natural
forests. Major environmental issues
calamities
and
poor
are Forest and Agricultural land
agricultural
practices
also
lead
degradation and resource depletion of
to environmental degradation.
water, minerals, forest products, sand,
rocks and etc.,
• Air pollution includes acid
rain, smog, industrial smoke
CAUSES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
which results in environmental
DEGRADATION
degradation.
The Environmental degradation and
• Chlorofluorocarbons are main
environmental pollution or any damage
cause for Ozone depletion
caused to the environment reaches a
which leads to environmental
stage wherein the environment can’t
degradation.
attain the required balance on its own.
It will affect us directly or indirectly.
• Oil spills and destruction of
The disaster is not to happen tomorrow,
the marine environment also
it doesn’t mean that it will never happen
intensified the problem of
at all. Now it is the need of the hour to
environmental degradation.
Journal of Educational Research & Extension Vol. 55 (No. 2) - April - June 2018
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•

Loss of tropical rain forests environment and limits the availability
result in destruction of natural of natural resources for individual
habitats, plants and animal of survival.
that places.
Pollution also leads to Global
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL warming. Atmospheric Pollution for
long years release large amounts of
DEGRADATION
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
The landmark report of the World
The carbon dioxide creates greenhouse
Commission on Environment and
effect where the radiant energy from
Development, entitled “Our common
the sun is prevented from radiating into
Future”, warned that unless we change
many of our lifestyle patterns, the space. Therefore, the temperature of our
world will face unacceptable levels of atmosphere is rising. Global warming
environmental damage and human is supposed to have major effect on
suffering. The Commission, echoing rainfall patterns.
the urgent need for tailoring the pace
Environmental degradation affects
and the pattern of the global economic human health and worldwide, we
growth to the Earth’s carrying capacity, have serious environmental resource
said that “Humanity has the ability to problems of water, land and energy
make development sustainable and to and these are now coming to bear on
ensure that it meets the needs of the food production, malnutrition and the
present without compromising the incidence if diseases. About 40% of
ability of future generations to meet deaths worldwide are caused by water,
their own needs”.
air and land pollution. Increase in
Due to increase in population, diseases associated with diminishing
urbanization, industrialization, social quality of water air and soil resources
mobility and diversity increases. Fertile provide evidence of a declining
is lost for construction of houses for standard of living. Many laws are
shelter and industries to work and designed to preserve and protect the
highways for travel. It results in soil natural environment and our ecosystem
erosion and land degradation. Noise, by controlling pollution and protecting
air, water, vehicle emission and sort of natural resources.
problems and pollution occur, it lead WAYS TO OVERCOME
to health problems. Urbanization has
ENVIRONMENTAL
caused overcrowding of urban areas
to create conditions that unsanitary. DEGRADATION
India is one of the first countries,
Rapid increase in disease and human
deaths puts enormous stress on the which provided a protection for the
14
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improvement of environment in its
constitution. According to the Article
51-A(g) of the fundamental duties laid
down in “The Constitution of India”,
it shall be the duty of every citizen
of India, “to protect and improve the
natural environment including forest,
lakes, rivers, wildlife and to have
compassion for living creatures”. As the
intelligent species on Earth, the onus is
on us to make sure that environmental
degradation
and
environmental
problems must be minimized and
solved to some extent possible.

•

Buying products with packaging
that are as free of toxic as possible.

•

Avoid disposable products.

•

Get drinks in returnable products.

•

Repair rather than buy a new one.

•

Compost kitchen and garden waste.

•

Compassion towards all animals
and plants.

•

Keep all the common property
clean and tidy.

•

Use cloth bags for shopping.

•

Recycling and reusing the minerals. •

•

Using a substitute for a mineral in
demand.

•

Designing new technology to avoid
•
minerals in demand.

•

Utilization of the available resources
and regenerating the forests.

•
•

•
•

•

Turn off unnecessary funs and
lights and save electricity.
Use of alternative energy resources
like solar energy.
Avoid the use of things that pollute
the environment.

•

Soil conservation.

Planting more trees.

•

Use pressure cookers for cooking.

Maintenance of and establishment
of protection against fire, storm and
overgrazing.

•

Donate unwanted goods to charity
club.

•

Purchase refillable pens.

Promotion of the growth of resistant •
varieties of plants.
•
Protection and conservation of
water resources.

•

Recycling and reusing of water.

•

Rainwater harvesting.

•

Purchasing of durable and long
lasting goods.

•

Refill water bottles.
Segregation of non-biodegradable
things like glass, plastics etc., and
biodegradable like paper and
organic materials are separated
before being disposed off.
Dumping of segregated wasted
separately for further process
management.
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•

Proper drainage of waste water and region can be devastating and critical to
the survival of species including human
sewage.
• Proper treatment of effluent before being. It is not difficult to see the value in
protecting species, land and air that we
discharging from industries.
use to obtain food, medicine, clothing,
• Cobalt gas and manure from cow energy and shelter. However, when we
dung.
put environmental problems in terms of
• Scrubbers should be used in coal life, we allow people to account for the
mining, power plants asphalt actual cost environmental degradation.
and concrete plants to reduce the Degradation demands investment in
emission of sulphur dioxide and environmental maintenance to ensure
sustainability. Environmentalists, the
hydrogen sulphide.
world over are trying their best to save
CONCLUSION
our environment and we need to do bit
The impact of environmental to make sure that they succeed.
degradation on the economies of a
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of Education in
modern India was rightly remarked by
Kothari Education Commission (196466) which states that “the destiny of
India is being shaped in its classrooms”.
In the last decades of the twentieth
century both school education and
society have witnessed lizard hitch
advancements. Teacher education has to
remain effective and functional coping
and updating with the new dimensions.
Effective teacher education for both
elementary and secondary stages of
education has now to be conceived
with a more comprehensive paradigm
encompassing a number of interrelated
components.
The teachers in the emerging Indian
society have a pivotal role in the social
reconstruction and in the transmission
of wisdom, knowledge and experiences
of one generation to another. It is
necessary to realize that the emerging
Indian society can achieve all round

Dr. K. Jayaraman

Assistant Professor,
Department of
Educational Technology,
Bharathidasan University,
Tiruchirappalli.,

development with the help of the
teacher who acts a powerful agency in
the transmission of its cherished values.
A teacher can help the country in the
process of reconstruction.
The teaching - learning process
becomes fruitful when appropriate
strategies are used both by the Teacher
and according to the content of
teaching. The Teacher uses the skill of
Motivation in the class to promote the
learning among their kids. Motivational
Techniques are of different strategies
that can be more helpful to the Teacher
in their teaching and as well initiate
the way of learning. Teacher interest
is a complex construct comprised of
cognitive, affective, motivational and
volitional dimensions (Long 2006).
Today, the Teachers mostly use
certain necessary skills in Teaching.
During teaching, the Teacher can
teach, not only on the content but also
the certain necessary areas of related
learning. For them, use of Motivational
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techniques brings a lot of favourable
ways to teach even the harder content
among the students. How the Teachers
are using those techniques has to be
judged. Ausubel advance Organizer
Model gives the consolidated lesson
content earlier, before teaching. It is
a way of Motivation. Therefore, use
of Motivational Techniques becomes
necessary in teaching. It deals with
at what level the Teachers are using
techniques of Motivation in their
teaching.
NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE STUDY

It is the duty of the Teacher to base his
present teaching upon the previous
learning experiences acquired by the
pupil. Also, whatever the subject-matter
may be, a good Teacher with his art of
teaching can stimulate the students for
learning. A wise Teacher should make
use of the suitable methods, devices and
aid-materials in his teaching.
Every learner wishes to know the
result of his striving. The knowledge that
we are progressing satisfactorily gives us
proper incentive. Teachers should make
provisions for acquainting the students
well with their progress is another way
of Motivation. Providing appropriate
learning situation and environment is a
Technique in Motivation. Again, Praise
and blame can be used effectively in the
classroom since they are the incentives
for Motivation. Both of Reward and
Punishment are powerful incentives
and try to influence the future learning
of the individual favourably. Classroom
goals should be attainable and the
students should feel that they can
achieve the goal. The goal should be
realistic and must not be too high or
too low.

The study signifies that Motivation
induces the learning process. Motivation
is one of the dynamic aspects of learning.
The success of teaching depends on the
intensity of Motivation. It occupies a
central place in the teaching-learning
process. The Teacher only helps the
child to learn. But, what the child has
to learn, should be judged according
to the ability, interest, capacity and
previous experiences of the child.
Motivating the child to learn, makes
the Child-centered approach, that is
providing the learning material or
experiences assigned according to the DESCRIPTION AND PROCEDURE
OF INTRINSIC - EXTRINSIC
needs, interests and abilities of the
MOTIVATION SCALE (IEMS):
child. If the Teacher uses link between
Intrinsic - Extrinsic Motivation
the new learning and the old learning,
it provides Motivation to the child to Scale (IEMS) constructed and validated
have more learning on the new things. by the researcher is used to study the
18
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Motivational Techniques adopted by
the Higher Education Teachers. Motives
energize the behaviour of the organism,
arouse it for action, direct and regulate
our behaviour. Under motivated
condition, the behaviour of the
organism is directed to a selective goal
which the individual sets for himself.
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
Techniques adopted by the Teachers
of Higher Education Institutions are
considered for the study.
The
Intrinsic
Extrinsic
Motivational Techniques of Teachers
of Higher Education Institutions are
identified. Motivation is arousal of
tendency to act to produce one or
more effects and hence Motivational
Techniques are based on the affective
aspects of an individual. The researcher
collected 68 attitudinal statements
on various techniques of Motivation
adopted by the Teachers of Higher
Education Institutions. There are 34
statements in each of Intrinsic and
Extrinsic Motivational Techniques
adopted by the Teachers.

to validate the Intrinsic - Extrinsic
Motivational Scale (IEMS) for pilot
study. Those selected subjects are
asked to respond the given scale. Their
responses on each statement is rated by
the values 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 respectively
for ‘Strongly Agree’, ‘Agree’, ‘Undecided’,
‘Disagree’, and ‘Strongly Disagree’. An
individual’s score on the Intrinsic Extrinsic Motivation Scale (IEMS) is
the sum of his/her ratings on all the
statements of the scale. The subjects’
scores are arranged in the ascending
order and Item analysis was made.

On the basis of the scores obtained
by the subjects on the entire scale,
considering top twenty seven percent
and bottom twenty seven percent
have formed two criterion groups. For
each statement, the t-value, which is a
measure of the extent of significance
in differentiating the two groups,
is reported. Those statements with
t-values, greater than 1.96 (significant
at 0.05 levels) are alone selected for the
final study. The procedure of selection
of items for the Intrinsic - Extrinsic
Motivation Scale (IEMS) is based on the
These statements are scrutinized by significant t-values. The selected values
the Subject Experts and concurrence lie between 2.02 and 6.59.
revision was made. The scale has
Finally 46 statements (23 Intrinsic
been administered to 46 male and 54 and 23 Extrinsic) were selected from the
female Teachers of Higher Education 68 statements of IEMS. These items are
Institutions were selected randomly having significant t-values at 0.05 levels.
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Table 1

Intrinsic /
Extrinsic
Motivation

t-value

Selected at the
Level of
Significance

Selection of items for the Intrinsic - Extrinsic Motivational Scale (IEMS)

1.

I motivate myself to be more innovative.

I

2.27

0.05 –
Selected

2.

Good spacious, ventilated classroom motivates
me for teaching.

E

2.73

0.01 –
Selected

3.

Proper blackboard facilities enhance me for
teaching.

E

3.00

0.01 –
Selected

4.

Students’ asking innovative questions induces
my teaching.

I

2.29

0.05 –
Selected

5.

Interesting listening enhances motivated
learning to my student.

I

3.09

0.01 –
Selected

6.

Positive feedback on my teaching induces
motivation.

I

3.37

0.01 –
Selected

7.

Good rapport between teachers and students
arouse my motivation level.

I

4.37

0.01 –
Selected

8.

Negotiable salary stimulates motivation for my
profession.

E

2.55

9.

Timely promotion motivates me.

E

3.05

10.

Applying Educational Technology in teaching
motivates me.

E

5.32

0.01 –
Selected

11.

Awards given for the best teachers and
educationalist motivate me.

E

5.30

0.01 –
Selected

12.

Society respects me and considers me due to
my profession.

E

2.36

0.05 –
Selected

13.

I feel that teacher plays a vital role in creating a
healthy society.

I

4.89

0.01 –
Selected

S.
No
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0.05 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
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Intrinsic /
Extrinsic
Motivation

t-value

Selected at the
Level of
Significance

14.

For me, Teachers are the important pillars of
the society.

I

3.51

0.01 –
Selected

15.

In my experience, I found that the teacher gets
motivated because of the smooth relationship
between the parents and teachers.

I

6.59

0.01 –
Selected

16.

Using adequate number of teaching aids while
teaching motivates me.

I

2.43

0.05 –
Selected

17.

The in-service teaching stimulates me for
better teaching.

E

4.56

0.01 –
Selected

18.

The Orientation and Refresher courses
motivates my teaching learning process.

E

4.43

0.01 –
Selected

19.

When the teacher participates in Teachers
development programmes.

E

2.24

0.05 –
Selected

20.

Faculty Improvement Programme stimulates
me for development.

E

3.85

0.01 –
Selected

21.

By presenting the papers in the seminars I am
getting encouraged.

E

3.56

0.01 –
Selected

22.

If I involve my teaching to research, then I gets
benefited.

I

4.60

0.01 –
Selected

23.

Work with necessary leisure hours motivates
my teaching.

I

2.64

0.01 –
Selected

24.

I did the successful teaching.

I

3.94

0.01 –
Selected

25.

Award with impressive titles ensures my career.

I

3.18

0.01 –
Selected

26.

Attention of the institution towards the teacher
creates a self respect.

E

2.38

0.05 –
Selected

S.
No

STATEMENTS
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Intrinsic /
Extrinsic
Motivation

t-value

Selected at the
Level of
Significance

27.

Encouragement of the principal for creative
and innovative work motivates me.

E

4.94

0.01 –
Selected

28.

Appreciations on genuine efforts motivate me.

E

2.78

29.

Loyalty of my principal enhances my teaching.

E

4.18

I

2.02

E

3.74

S.
No

30.
31.

STATEMENTS

Expectations of the principal enhance my
career.
Guidance to develop sense of humour is always
a part of my teaching.

0.01 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
0.05 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected

32.

Acknowledge on proper performance induce
me for better career.

I

2.93

0.01 –
Selected

33.

Encouragement on hardworking motivates me.

E

3.21

0.01 –
Selected

34.

Assigning appropriate workload on teachers is
always boon for me.

I

4.65

0.01 –
Selected

I

2.52

I

2.92

E

5.05

35.
36.
37.

Healthy competition encourages me to
perform better.
I get motivated, when there is fair play in all
academic matters.
Strictness of the principal in disciplinary
matters enhances my motivation.

38.

Transfer affects my motivation.

I

2.94

39.

Constructive criticism augments my
motivation.

E

2.80

40.

Fringe benefits intends me for better teaching.

E

4.11

41.

Freedom of action stimulates my motivation.

I

4.95
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0.05 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
0.01 –
Selected
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Intrinsic /
Extrinsic
Motivation

t-value

Selected at the
Level of
Significance

42.

Guidance of the principal in completing the
targets augments my motivation.

E

4.49

0.01 –
Selected

43.

Trust in me for achieving goals by the
institution increases the level of my aspiration.

I

3.63

0.01 –
Selected

44.

Competitive environment of the institution
enhances me.

I

2.67

0.01 –
Selected

45.

Proper preparation improves my teaching.

I

3.84

0.01 –
Selected

46.

Democratic environment excites the
development of me.

E

2.65

0.01 –
Selected

S.
No

STATEMENTS

The total time required to complete gives the Correlation Coefficient as
the Intrinsic - Extrinsic Motivation 0.74 and the Reliability Coefficient was
obtained as 0.85.
Scale (IEMS) – 20 minutes.
VALIDITY OF INTRINSIC RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
Reliability is the trust worthiness EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION SCALE
of the test. Validity is a measure what it (IEMS)
intends to measure. The Reliability and
Face Validity is taken for the
Validity of the tools are necessary for Intrinsic – Extrinsic Motivation Scale
the purpose of research.
(IEMS). Subject Expert’s opinion on
revision of the items of the scale was
RELIABILITY OF INTRINSIC EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION SCALE made first. Then the revised items are
given to the sample of 46 male and
(IEMS)
Split-half method of Reliability 54 female Teachers of Higher Education
was used to find out the Reliability of Institutions to validate the Intrinsic –
the Intrinsic - Extrinsic Motivation Extrinsic Motivational Scale (IEMS).
Scale (IEMS). One hundred Teachers Item analysis was made on each item
of Higher Education Institutions were and the items possessing significant
taken as the sample by the researcher. t-values are alone selected. The scale
The two administrations of the test, appears to possess the Validity.
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CONCLUSION
The analysis of usage of Motivational
Techniques has become a fundamental
element of present teaching and an
indispensable instrument in most of the
disciplines. Hence, use of Motivational
Techniques brings a lot of learning in
the children. Motivation, a particular

skill of teaching plays a vital role in
the hands of a good teacher. This
powerful instrument can help the
teacher to become an effective teacher
to successfully achieve a number of
educational goals. They stimulate and
support various teaching-learning
process and activities.
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INTRODUCTION
Job satisfaction has been a topic
of great interest for researchers and
practitioners in a wide range of fields
including organizational psychology,
public administration and management.
It has been researched for more than 50
years and to this day continues to be
a topic of research interest. The main
reason for this interest may be due
to the implications of job satisfaction
for such job related behaviors as
motivation, productivity, organizational
commitment and absenteeism, turnover
and employee relations.

university teachers in higher education
organizations.

The understanding of factors
affecting the job satisfaction of
university teachers is of upmost
importance for the implementation
of a successful, innovative and vibrant
educational system. Furthermore, their
job satisfaction translates into a healthy
and positive academic environment.
Thus, attracting and retaining high
quality university teachers should
be a primary requirement for any
educational institution (Sharma and
Jyoti, 2006 & 2009). Although some
High quality academic staff is the degree of turnover is inevitable and
cornerstone of a successful educational perhaps desirable, high rates of faculty
system (Sharma and Jyoti, 2009). As turnover can be costly to the reputation
Johnes and Taylor (1990) state, the of an institution and to the quality of
goals of higher education are to provide instruction (Al-Omari et al., 2008).
in-depth knowledge, seek academic
The organization thus will be in a
development, educate students, as well position to enjoy the talents of people
as to coordinate national development as job satisfaction fosters a pervasive
demands (Chen et al., 2006). None residue of public good will towards the
of these goals can be accomplished organization. A happy and satisfied
efficiently if low satisfaction or individual can find it easy to live within
dissatisfaction exists amongst the the organization as well as outside it.
Journal of Educational Research & Extension Vol. 55 (No. 2) - April - June 2018
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Timothy T. (1989) found 34 studies
(combined n = 19,811) reported
relationships between job and life
satisfaction. Contrary to previous
reviews (Rice, Near & Hunt, 1980), this
meta-analysis found sizable overlap
between work and no work experiences.
Furthermore, although this correlation
was substantially greater for men than
for women.
Nobile, D., John. J., Mc Cormick,
(2008) examine the relationships
between the biographical characteristics
gender, age, years of experience,
employment
position
and
job
satisfaction of staff members in Catholic
primary schools. No significant
relationships were identified for years
of experience.
Klassen, Robert. M., Chiu,
Ming Ming (2010) examined the
relationships among teachers’ years
of experience, teacher characteristics
(gender and teaching level), three
domains of self-efficacy (instructional
strategies, classroom management
and student engagement), two types
of job stress (workload and classroom
stress) and job satisfaction. Teachers’
years of experience showed nonlinear
relationships with all three self-efficacy
factors, increasing from early career to
mid-career and then falling afterwards.
Female teachers had greater workload
stress, greater classroom stress from
student behaviours and lower classroom
management self-efficacy.
26

DEFINITION
Dawis and Lofquist (1984) defined
job satisfaction as the result of the
worker’s appraisal of the degree to
which the work environment fulfils the
individual’s needs.
Porter et al. (1975) defined job
satisfaction as one’s reaction against his/
her occupation or organization.
In general, it can be said that job
satisfaction is an affective reaction to
a job that results from the person’s
comparison of actual outcomes with
those that are desired, anticipated, or
deserved (Oshagbemi, 2000).
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
Job satisfaction is one’s feelings
on the job and is related to age, type
of occupation, sex (male or female)
and size of the institution in which the
teacher works.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To find out the level of job
satisfaction of teachers.
2. To find out the level of job
satisfaction of teachers based on
type of management.
3. To find out the level of job
satisfaction of teachers based on
their teaching experience.
4. To find out whether there is any
significant difference between aided
and government school teachers
based on job satisfaction.
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5. To find out whether there is Tool used for the study
any significant difference in job
Job satisfaction scale standardised
satisfaction of teachers based on by Mithra, Tiwari and Pandey.
their teaching experience.
Sample
The sample for the study was 200
HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY
school
teachers in Chidambaram. The
1. The level of job satisfaction of
samples were collected by random
teachers is low.
sample technique.
2. The level of job satisfaction
Statistical analysis used
of teachers based on type of
The data’s has been analysed
management is low.
through descriptive and differential
3. The level of job satisfaction of analysis.
teachers based on their teaching
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
experience is low.
The following were the delimitations
4. There is no significant difference
of the study
between aided and government
1. The study was confined only with
school teachers based on job
the school teachers.
satisfaction.
2. The area for the study was
5. There is no significant difference in
Chidambaram.
job satisfaction of teachers based on
3. The study has been limited to the
their teaching experience.
sample of 200 school teachers.
METHOD OF THE STUDY
ANALYSIS
Normative survey method has been
used in the study.

Hypothesis - 1 The level of job
satisfaction of teachers is low.

Table 1
Mean and Standard Deviation of Job Satisfaction of Teachers
Variable

N

Mean

S.D

M+1D

M-1D

Level

Job satisfaction

200

148.33

15.22

163.55

133.11

Average

It is clear from the table 1, that
the job satisfaction of teachers, mean

and SD scores are found to be 148.33
and 15.22 respectively. The mean value
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lies between 163 and 133. Hence the
Hypothesis - 2 The level of job
hypothesis is rejected and is concluded satisfaction of teachers based on type of
that the job satisfaction of teachers is management.
average.
Table 2
Mean and Standard Deviation of Job Satisfaction of Teachers based on
Type of Management
Variable

Type of
management

N

Mean

S.D

Aided

117

146.72

15.91

Job satisfaction

Level

Average
Government

83

It is clear from the table 2, that the
job satisfaction of teachers based on type
of management, mean and SD scores of
teachers belongs to aided school were
found to be 146.72 & 15.91 respectively.
Mean and SD scores of teachers belongs
to government school were found to
be 150.59 & 13.97 respectively. The

150.59

13.97

mean value lies between 163 and 133.
Hence the hypothesis is rejected and is
concluded that the job satisfaction of
teachers based on type of management
is average.
Hypothesis - 3 The level of job
satisfaction of teachers based on their
teaching experience is low.

Table 3
Mean and Standard Deviation of Job Satisfaction of Teachers based on their
Teaching Experience
Variable

Job
satisfaction

28

Teaching
experience

N

Mean

S.D

Upto 10 yrs

73

146.68

15.61

11- 20 yrs

60

150.48

12.69

Above 20 yrs

67

148.19

16.78

Level

Average
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It is clear from the table 3, that the
job satisfaction of teachers based on
their teaching experience, mean and
SD scores of upto 10 yrs of teaching
experience were found to be 146.68 &
15.61 respectively. Mean and SD scores
of teaching experience 11 – 20 yrs were
found to be 150.48 & 12.69 respectively.
Mean and SD scores of teaching
experience above 20 yrs were found

to be 148.19 & 16.78 respectively. The
mean value lies between 163 and 133.
Hence the hypothesis is rejected and
is concluded that the job satisfaction
of teachers based on their teaching
experience is average.
Hypothesis - 4 There is no
significant difference between aided
and government school teachers based
on job satisfaction.

Table 4
Mean Difference between Aided and Government School Teachers based on
Job Satisfaction
Variable

Gender

N

Mean

SD

Aided

117

146.72

15.91

Job
satisfaction
Government

83

150.59

In order to find out the significant
difference
between
aided
and
government school teachers based
on job satisfaction, mean, standard
deviation and ‘t’ scores were computed.
The obtained value of mean and
standard deviation of aided school
teachers were 146.72 & 15.91 and
the government school teachers were
150.59 & 13.97. The obtained ‘t’ value is
1.778. The calculated value is less than
the table value ‘t’ at 0.05 level.

t- value

Significant
at 0.051evel

1.778

Not
Significant

13.97

From the table 4, it can be concluded
that there is no significant difference
between aided and government school
teachers based on job satisfaction. So,
the null hypothesis is rejected.
Hypothesis - 5 There is no
significant difference in job satisfaction
of teachers based on their teaching
experience.
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Table 4
Mean difference between in Job Satisfaction of Teachers based
on their Teaching Experience
Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

Mean
squares

df

Between
groups

477.006

238.503

2

Within
groups

45649.214

231.722

197

Total

46126.220

F

Level of
significance at
0.05 level

1.029

Not significant

199

school teachers based on job
In order to find out the significant
satisfaction.
difference in job satisfaction of teachers
based on their teaching experience. The • There is no significant difference in
‘F’ value is found to be 1.029 which is
job satisfaction of teachers based on
less than the table value at 0.05 level.
their teaching experience.
From this, it can be concluded that
there is no significant difference in CONCLUSION
job satisfaction of teachers based on
The job satisfaction of school
their teaching experience. So, the null teachers, their commitment (academic)
hypothesis is accepted.
and their retention are crucial to
effective academic institutions. The
FINDINGS
understanding of factors affecting
• The level of job satisfaction of
the job satisfaction of school teachers
teachers is average.
is of upmost importance for the
• The level of job satisfaction implementation of a successful,
of teachers based on type of innovative and vibrant educational
management is average.
system. Furthermore, their job
• The level of job satisfaction of satisfaction translates into a healthy and
teachers based on their teaching positive academic environment. Thus,
attracting and retaining high quality
experience is average.
school teachers should be a primary
• There is no significant difference requirement for any educational
between aided and government institution.
30
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bjhl¡f¡fšÉ MáÇa®fË‹
kdbtG¢á E©z¿Éid¥
g‰¿a X® MŒî
nr. rutzngUkhs;;,
Muha;r;rp khztu;,
fy;tpapay; Jiw,
kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhu;
gy;fiyf;fofk;,
jpUney;Ntyp.
K‹Diu
Mrphpaj;
njhopNy
kw;w
midj;Jj; njhopy;fSf;Fk; Mrhd;.
ve;j xU ehLk; mjd; MrphpaHfspd;
epiyapidtpl
xUNghJk;
cau
KbahJ vd;w xU fUj;Jk; cs;sJ.
,tw;iw cw;W Nehf;Fk;NghJ MrphpaH
njhopy; ve;j msTf;F caHthdJ
vd;gJ njspthf tpsq;Ffpd;wJ.
tUq;fhy re;jjpfshd khztHfis
cUthf;Ftjpy; MrphpaHfs; Mw;Wk;
gzp kfj;jhdJ. mj;jifa kfj;jhd
gzpapidr; nra;fpd;w MrphpaHfs;>
gy;NtW jpwd;fisAk;> rpwe;j Ez;
zwptpidAk;> caHe;j jd;kjpg;gpid
Ak; ngw;wpUj;jy; kpfTk; mtrpak;.
mNjhL kl;Lky;yhky;> mtHfis
topelj;Jk; jpwd; ngw;wtHfshfTk;
,Uj;jy; Ntz;Lk; vd;gjpy; Jsp
asTk;
Iakpy;iy.
MrphpaH
vd;gtH xU r%fg; nghwpahs
uhfTk;> xU [dehafj; jiytuhf
32

lhf;lu; `. jPgh,
topfhl;b Mrpupau;,
fy;tpapay; Jiw,
kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhu;
gy;fiyf;fofk;,
jpUney;Ntyp.

Tk; tpsq;fply; Ntz;Lk;. khztH
fspilNa xOf;fj;ijg; NgZk;NghJ
gakpd;wpg; ghugl;rk; fhl;lhJ ele;
jply; Ntz;Lk;. rkj;Jtk;> mikg;G>
Rje;jpuk; kw;Wk; ePjp Mfpa fUj;Jf;
fspy; kpFe;j ek;gpf;if nfhz;ltuhf
,Uj;jy; Ntz;Lk;. jFe;j fw;gpj;jy;
cgfuzq;fisj; jahhpj;Jf; nfhz;L
tFg;gpw;Ff; fhyk; jtwhky; nry;y
Ntz;Lk;.
kdbtG¢á E©z¿î
kdntOr;rpahdJ
xUthpd;
tho;f;ifapy; Kf;fpa gq;F tfpf;
fpwJ. ,J xUtiu top elj;J
fpwJ vd;W nrhd;dhy; mJ kpif
ahfhJ. kdntOr;rp; xUtUila
MSik tsh;r;rpapy; Kf;fpag; gq;
fhw;WfpwJ.
kdntOr;rp
vd;gJ
,ay;G+f;fk; Jhz;lg;gLk;nghOJ xU
thplk; vOk; czHT mDgtkhFk;.
rhHy]; [p. khhp]; vd;Dk; mwpQH
“ntspg;gilahd
gz;G
elj;ij
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fis ntspg;gLj;jp> gutf;$ba cs
tpay; khw;wq;fis cs;slf;fpa
rpf;fyhd xH czHT mDgtNk kd
ntOr;rpahFk;” vd;W tpsf;fpAs;shH.
kdntOr;rpfs; ngUk;ghYk; Kfj;
jpy; ,Ue;Nj ntspg;gLfpd;wd. mj
Dila eil> cil ghtidfspy;
khw;wq;fs; fhzg;gLfpd;wd. xUtiuj;
jhf;ff;$Lk;> tpiuthf ,lk; tpl;L ,lk;
efuf;$Lk;. Fuy; khw tha;g;Gs;sJ.
cuj;j Fuypy; NgRjy;> rj;jk; NghLjy;>
mOjy;> KdFjy; Nghd;w ntspg;
ghLfs; kdntOr;rpfspd; jd;ikiag;
nghWj;J mikfpd;wd.
MŒÉ‹ njit k‰W«
K¡»a¤Jt«
fp.gp 1990-y; Ez;zwpT <itg;
gad;gLj;jp Ez;zwpit mstPL nra;
tjpy; rHr;irfs; vOe;jd. kdntOr;rp
<T vd;w thHj;ijapid mnkhpf;f
gy;fiyf;fofg;
NguhrphpaHfshd
lhf;lH [hd; NkaH kw;Wk; gPl;lH
rNyhNt MfpNahH gad;gLj;jpdH.
[hd; NkaH kw;Wk; gPl;lh rNyhNt
MfpNahH “kdntOr;rpia czHe;J
mjidr; rpe;jidNahL ,izj;J
mjidg; Ghpe;J Nkyhz;ik nra;tjw;
fhd kdntOr;rpAld; $ba Muha;e;
jwpAk; jpwNd kdntOr;rp Ez;
zwpT vd;W miof;fg;gLfpwJ” vd;W
tpsf;fk; je;jdH. MrphpaHfs; jj;jk;
kdntOr;rp Ez;zwptpd; %yk; jq;f
Sf;fhd nrhe;j kw;Wk; fw;gpj;;jy;
rhHe;j gpur;rpidfisj; jhq;fNs

jPHj;Jf; nfhs;Sk; tifapy; kd
ntOr;rp Ez;zwpthdJ xU top
fhl;b Nghy; nray;gLfpd;wJ. vjph;
kiw kdntOr;rpfis Kiwahff;
ifahStjd; %yk; xH MrphpaH
jd;dfj;Nj MNuhf;fpakhd kdepiy
cUthf;fpl tha;g;G fpilf;fg; ngW
fpd;wJ. NkNy $wpAs;s midj;J
tptuq;fisAk; kdjpy; nfhz;L Ma;
thsH ,ij jpl;lkpl;Ls;shH. NkYk;
,e;j Ma;thdJ jkpohrphpaHfspd;
jpwd;fspy; Vw;glf;$ba gpur;rpid
fisj; jPHg;gjw;fhd topKiwfis
toq;FtNjhL kl;Lky;yhky; mtH
fspd; kdntOr;rp Ez;zwpT Nkk;
gLtjw;F Njitahd midj;J MNyh
ridfisAk; toq;Fk; tifapy; mik
Ak; vd;gJ jpz;zk;.
ãujhd neh¡f§fŸ
1. ghypdk; mbg;gilapy; njhlf;
ff;fy;tp MrphpaHfspd; kd
ntOr;rp Ez;zwptpid ms
tpLjy;.
2. gs;sp miktplk; mbg;gilapy;
njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaHfspd; kd
ntOr;rp Ez;zwptpid ms
tpLjy;.
3. gs;sp eph;thfj;jpd; tif mbg;gil
apy; njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaH
fspd; kdntOr;rp Ez;zwptpy;
Fwpg;gplj;jf;f NtWghLfisf;
fz;lwpjy;
fUJnfhŸfŸ
1. ghypdk; mbg;gilapy; njhlf;ff;
fy;tp MrphpaHfspd; kdntOr;rp
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mth;fspl
Ez;zwptpid mstpLjypy; Fwpg; Nju;e;njLf;fg;gl;ldh;.
kpUe;J tpdh epuy; gl;bay; nfhLj;J
gplj;jf;f NtWghL ,y;iy.
2. gs;sp miktplk; mbg;gilapy; juTfs; Nrfhpf;fg;gl;ld. Qh. v];jH
njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaHfspd; kd kufjkzp mtu;fspd; kdntOr;rp
ntOr;rp Ez;zwptpid mstpL Ez;zwpT mstpLk; fUtpahdJ
jypy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f NtWghL (2016) gad;gLj;jg;gl;lJ. kdntOr;rp
Ez;zwpTf; fUtpahdJ Ie;J gup
,y;iy.
3. gs;sp eph;thfj;jpd; tif mbg; khzq;fis nfhz;lJ> mit Ratpopg;
gilapy; njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaH GzHT> RaNkyhz;ik, r%fj;jpwd;
fspd; kdntOr;rp Ez;zwptpy; fs; Nkyhz;ik> fUiz> kw;Wk; kd
Fwpg;gplj;jf;f NtWghL ,y;iy. ntOr;rp KjpHr;rp. Ma;T fUtpapy;
thf;fpaq;fspd; vz;zpf;if 1 ,y;
MuhŒ¢á Kiw
,e;j Ma;tpy; Ma;thsh; ms ,Ue;J 86 tiu nfhz;lJ. Ma;Tf;
tpay; Kiwiaf; ifahz;L cs; fUtp MdJ Ie;J Gs;sp msTNfhy;
shh.; jpUney;Ntyp> Jhj;Jf;Fb kw; nfhz;L mstplg;gLk;.
Wk; fd;dpahFkhp khtl;lq;fspd; ï‹ik fUJnfhŸ-1
ghypdk; mbg;gilapy; njhlf;
gug;ngy;iy fUjp Ma;thsh; 50 gs;sp
fis kl;Lk; jd; Ma;tpw;fhf vLj;Js; ff; fy;tp MrphpaHfspd; kdntOr;rp
shh;. vspa jd; epfo;T khjphpf; $WKiw Ez;zwptpy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f NtWghL
apy; 268 MrphpaHfs; khjphpahf ,y;iy.
m£ltiz 1
ghÈd« mo¥gilÆš bjhl¡f¡fšÉ MáÇa®fË‹
kdbtG¢á E©z¿Éš F¿¥ãl¤j¡f ntWghL

gÇkhz§fŸ

M©
bg©
v©Â¡if 164; v©Â¡if 104
ruhrÇ

â£l
â£l
ruhrÇ
Éy¡f«
Éy¡f«

‘t’
kâ¥ò

F¿¥ò

Ratpopg;GzHT

23.33

2.74

24.38

2.86

0.871

NtWghL
,y;iy

RaNkyhz;ik

47.25

2.18

49.64

2.29

2.459

NtWghL
cs;sJ

r%fj;jpwd;fs;
Nkyhz;ik

30.59

3.16

32.93

3.64

1.131

NtWghL
,y;iy
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gÇkhz§fŸ

M©
bg©
v©Â¡if 164; v©Â¡if 104
ruhrÇ

â£l
â£l
ruhrÇ
Éy¡f«
Éy¡f«

‘t’
kâ¥ò

F¿¥ò

fUiz

41.23

2.24

42.32

2.39

1.647

NtWghL
,y;iy

kdntOr;rp
KjpHr;rp

37.65

4.16

38.68

4.21

0.658

NtWghL
,y;iy

nkhj;jk;

291.99

41.739

285.02

34.701

1.479

NtWghL
,y;iy

(5 rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; ‘t’ ml;ltiz kjpg;ghdJ 1.96)
Nkw;fz;l
ml;ltizapd;;gb> ntOr;rp Ez;zwpT Mfpatw;wpy;
fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘t’ kjpg;ghdJ ml;l Fwpg;gplj;jf;f NtWghL ,y;iy.
tiz kjpg;igtpl 0.05 rjtPj kl;lj;
Mdhy;
RaNkyhz;ik
vd;w
jpy; Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> ,d;ikf; ghpkhzj;jpy;> fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘t’ kjpg;
fUJNfhs; Vw;Wf; nfhs;sg;gLfpwJ. ghdJ ml;ltiz kjpg;igtpl 0.05
vdNt ghypdj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; mjpfkhf ,Ug;g
MrphpaHfspd;
kdntOr;rp
Ez; jhy;> ,d;ikf; fUJNfhs; epuhfhpf;fg;
zwptpy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f NtWghL gLfpwJ. vdNt ghypdj;jpd; mbg;gil
,y;iy.
apy; ngz; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaH
ghpkhzq;fis Ma;T nra;j fs;> Mz; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaHfis
NghJ Ratpopg;GzHT> r%fj;jpwd;fs; tpl RaNkyhz;ikapy; Nkk;gl;Lf;
Nkyhz;ik> fUiz> kdntOr;rp fhzg;gLfpd;wdH vd fz;lwpag;
KjpHr;rp kw;Wk; kdntOr;rp Ez;zwpT gl;Ls;sJ.
Mfpatw;wpy; fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘t’ kjpg;
ngz; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaH
ghdJ ml;ltid kjpg;igtpl 0.05
fs;> Mz; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaHfis
rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; Fiwthf ,Ug;
gjhy;> ,d;ikf; fUJNfhs; Vw;Wf; tpl RaNkyhz;ikapy; Nkk;gl;Lf;
nfhs;sg;gLfpwJ. vdNt ghypdj;jpd; fhzg;gLfpd;wdH vd fz;lwpag;
mbg;gilapy; Ratpopg;GzHT> r%f gl;Ls;sJ. ,jw;F fhuzk; vd;dthf
jpwd;fs; Nkyhz;ik> fUiz> kd ,Uf;Fnkdpy;> ngz; njhlf;fg;gs;sp
ntOr;rp
KjpHr;rp
kw;Wk;
kd MrphpaHfs; ,aw;ifahfNt jd;D
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ila epiw> Fiwfis njhpe;jtH
fshfNt ,Ug;gH. ve;j ,lj;jpy;
jd;Dila czHTfis ntspg;
gLj;j Ntz;Lk;> ve;jr; #o;epiyapy;
mikjp fhf;f Ntz;Lk; vd;gjpy;
njspthf ,Ug;gH. MfNt ngz;
njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaHfs; jd;idj;

jhNd
fl;Lg;gLj;Jtjpy;
,Uf;fpd;wdH.

Njh;e;J

ï‹ik¡ fUJnfhŸ-2
gs;sp miktplk; mbg;gilapy;
njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaHfspd; kd
ntOr;rp Ez;zwptpy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f
NtWghL ,y;iy.
m£ltiz 2
gŸË mikÉl« mo¥gilÆš bjhl¡f¡fšÉ MáÇa®fË‹
kdbtG¢á E©z¿Éš F¿¥ãl¤j¡f ntWghL

gÇkhz§fŸ

»uhk¥ gŸË
v©Â¡if
127
ruhrÇ

efu¥ gŸË
v©Â¡if
141

â£l
â£l
ruhrÇ
Éy¡f«
Éy¡f«

‘t’
kâ¥ò

F¿¥ò

Ratpopg;GzHT

24.42

2.59

25.20

2.74

1.214

NtWghL
,y;iy

RaNkyhz;ik

39.29

2.41

42.15

2.78

0.897

NtWghL
,y;iy

r%fj;jpwd;fs;
Nkyhz;ik

36.79

2.28

40.12

3.91

0.258

NtWghL
,y;iy

fUiz

32.64

3.72

42.18

3.97

1.458

NtWghL
,y;iy

kdntOr;rp
KjpHr;rp

42.54

3.86

42.60

2.80

2.141

NtWghL
cs;sJ

nkhj;jk;

294.07

39.659

284.97

38.487

1.902

NtWghL
,y;iy

(5 rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; ‘t’ ml;ltiz kjpg;ghdJ 1.96)
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Nkw;fz;l
ml;ltizapd;;gb> fhpf;fg;gLfpwJ. vdNt gs;sp mik
fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘t’ kjpg;ghdJ ml;l tplj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; efu njhlf;fg;
tiz
kjpg;igtpl 0.05
rjtPj gs;sp MrphpaHfs;> fpuhk njhlf;fg;
kl;lj;jpy;
Fiwthf
,Ug;gjhy;> gs;sp MrphpaHfistpl kdntOr;rp
,d;ikf; fUJNfhs; Vw;Wf;nfhs;sg; KjpHr;rpapy;; Nkk;gl;Lf; fhzg;gL
gLfpwJ. vdNt gs;sp miktplj;jpd; fpd;wdH vd fz;lwpag;gl;Ls;sJ.
efuj; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaH
mbg;gilapy; MrphpaHfspd; kd
ntOr;rp Ez;zwptpy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f fs;> fpuhkj; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaH
fistpl kdntOr;rp KjpHr;rpapy;;
NtWghL ,y;iy.
ghpkhzq;fis Ma;T nra;j Nkk;gl;Lf; fhzg;gLfpd;wdH vd
NghJ Ratpopg;GzHT> r%fj;jpwd;fs; fz;lwpag;gl;Ls;sJ. ,jw;F fhuzk;
Nkyhz;ik> fUiz> RaNkyhz;ik vd;dthf ,Uf;Fnkdpy;> efHGw gs;sp
kw;Wk;
kdntOr;rp
Ez;zwpT fspy; gzpahw;Wk; MrphpaHfs; Nahfh
Mfpatw;wpy; fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘t’ kjpg; gapw;rpapy; mbf;fb gq;Nfw;fpd;wdH.
ghdJ ml;ltiz kjpg;igtpl 0.05 mtHfsplk; GJikfSk;, El;gq;fSk;
rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; Fiwthf ,Ug;g Rygkhf te;jilfpd;wd. efHGwj;jpy;
jhy;> ,d;ikf; fUJNfhs; Vw;Wf; ,Ug;gtHfs; jd; NjitfisAk;> jd;
nfhs;sg;gLfpwJ. vdNt ghypdj;jpd; FLk;gj;jpdhpd; NjitfisAk; jhNd
nfhs;Sk;
tpjkhf
mbg;gilapy; Ratpopg;GzHT> r%fj; epiwNtw;wpf;
jpwd;fs; Nkyhz;ik> fUiz> Ra #o;epiy mike;Js;sJ. MfNt efu
MrphpaHfs;
kd
Nkyhz;ik kw;Wk; kdntOr;rp Ez; njhlf;fg;gs;sp
KjpHr;rpapy;
Nkk;gl;L
zwpT Mfpatw;wpy; Fwpg;gplj;jf;f ntOr;rp
,Uf;fpd;wdH.
NtWghL ,y;iy.
Mdhy; kdntOr;rp KjpHr;rp ï‹ik¡ fUJnfhŸ-3
gs;sp eph;thfj;jpd; tif mbg;
vd;w ghpkhzj;jpy;> fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘t’
kjpg;ghdJ ml;ltiz kjpg;igtpl gilapy; njhlf;ff;fy;tp MrphpaH
0.05 rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; mjpfkhf fspd; kdntOr;rp Ez;zwptpy; Fwpg;
,Ug;gjhy;> ,d;ikf; fUJNfhs; epuh gplj;jf;f NtWghL ,y;iy.
m£ltiz 3
gŸË Ã®thf¤â‹ tif mo¥gilÆš bjhl¡f¡fšÉ MáÇa®fË‹
kdbtG¢á E©z¿Éš F¿¥ãl¤j¡f ntWghL
gÇkhz§fŸ

Ra
tpopg;GzHT

fz¡»l¥
g£l
F¿¥ò
t®¡f«;
‘F’ kâ¥ò

khWgh£o‹ t®¡f§fË‹ tiua‰w ruhrÇ
Mjhu«

TLjš

ghif

,ilNa

85.720

21.440

cs;Ns

5452.76

16.089
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0.789

NtWghL
,y;iy
37

gÇkhz§fŸ

fz¡»l¥
g£l
F¿¥ò
t®¡f«;
‘F’ kâ¥ò

khWgh£o‹ t®¡f§fË‹ tiua‰w ruhrÇ
Mjhu«

TLjš

Ra
Nkyhz;ik

,ilNa

69.245

17.823

cs;Ns

4392.12

13.417

r%fj;jpwd;fs;
Nkyhz;ik

,ilNa

119.65

45.851

cs;Ns

8735.21

24.142

,ilNa

46.901

8.201

cs;Ns

7782.39

18.547

,ilNa

37.821

26.547

cs;Ns

7321.25

21.498

,ilNa

1988.01

994

cs;Ns

409104.44

1543.79

fUiz
kdntOr;rp
KjpHr;rp
nkhj;jk;

ghif

1.258

NtWghL
,y;iy

1.789

NtWghL
,y;iy

0.874

NtWghL
,y;iy

0.658

NtWghL
,y;iy

0.644

NtWghL
,y;iy

(5 rjtPj kl;lj;jpy; (2> 265) tiuaw;w ghif> ‘F’ ml;ltiz kjpg;ghdJ 3.01)

Nkw;fz;l
ml;ltizapd;;gb>
fzf;fplg;gl;l ‘F’ kjpg;ghdJ ml;l
tiz
kjpg;igtpl 0.05 rjtPj
kl;lj;jpy;
Fiwthf
,Ug;gjhy;>
,d;ikf; fUJNfhs; Vw;Wf;nfhs;sg;
gLfpwJ. vdNt> gs;sp eph;thfj;jpd;
tifapd; mbg;gilapy; MrphpaHfspd;
kdntOr;rp Ez;zwptpy; Fwpg;gplj;
jf;f NtWghL ,y;iy.
gÇªJiufŸ
1. Mz; njhlf;fg;gs;sp MrphpaH
fs; MSik gapw;rpapy; jd;id
<LgLj;jpf; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;.
RaNkyhz;ikia tsHf;Fk; tpj
khf ty;YdH - MrphpaH fye;
38

2.

3.

JiuahlYf;F Vw;ghL nra;a
Ntz;Lk;.
fpuhkg;Gw MrphpaHfSf;F Nahfh
gapw;rpfs;> mfNehf;F Kiw
kw;Wk; jd;id mwpe;Jf; nfhs;
Sk; gapw;rpfs; Nghd;wtw;iw
mspg;gjd; %yk; mtHfspd; kd
,Wf;fk; Fiwe;J kdntOr;rp
Ez;zwpT Nkk;gLk;.
MrphpaHfs; jq;fSf;Fs; FOf;
fis Vw;gLj;jpf; nfhz;L jkpo;
top kpd;dQ;ry; %yk; jq;f
Sf;Fs; jfty; ghpkhw;wk; nra;a
Cf;Ftpf;fyhk;.
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INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of educational
system largely depends upon the
active, resourceful and competent
teachers. An effective teacher not only
impart the entire educational curricula
allotted to him in the best and most
efficient manner but also ensures the
best possible academic performance
and an optimum development of the
personalities of the students. In the
present scenario when there is a fierce
competition in every sphere of life,
effectiveness of the teachers becomes
imperative to empower the students for
facing the emerging challenges of global
world. There are many factors which
influence the effectiveness of the teacher
one way or another viz, intelligence,
attitude towards teaching, experience,
academic qualification, personality,
mental health, creativity etc.
Effective teacher can only bring
the desirable changes in the students.
For this study, teacher effectiveness
40

is considered as a composite of the
qualities or characteristics of teacher
such as skill, competencies, classroom
instruction, knowledge & practical
mastery of pedagogical techniques,
evidence of improvement & growth
made in curriculum transaction,
participation in extra instructional
activities and practice of ethics of
teachers.
At present, teaching has made more
challenging and difficult for teachers.
Instead of having concern for him only
with patterns of effective presentation of
subject matter, teacher has responsibility
of all round development of students.
Teacher has to play an important
role in development of basic skills,
understanding, proper habits, desirable
attitude, value judgment & personal
adjustment of students.
TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS
Teacher training colleges have
to prepare effective teachers. So how
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teacher teach the content and syllabus
in the best and most efficient manner
should be taken note of. Therefore,
teacher effectiveness is very important
for teacher training colleges. Wangoo
(1984) has reported that personality
adjustment, democratic relationship, a
high degree of intelligence and emotional
control are main characteristics
which are associated with teacher
effectiveness. Barr (1952) explained
teacher effectiveness as a relationship
among teachers, pupils and other
persons concerned with the educational
understanding. The teachers have to
attain the needed competence in their
roles and functions.
Teacher
effectiveness
means
perfection, the optimum level of
efficiency and productivity on the part
of the teacher. He is able to perform
his best in the process of education.
According to Skinner (1954) teaching is
an art and learning is a science. The task
of teaching is to aid learning process.
The effectiveness of teaching depends
upon the effectiveness of the teacher.
The teacher’s effectiveness refers to
the capacity of teacher to realize some
of the educational objectives like,
desired pupil behavior, abilities, habits,
characteristics to bring the development
of basic skills, desirable attitude and
adequate personal adjustment of pupil
Ryans, 1960).
For this study, teacher effectiveness
is considered as a composite of the

qualities or characteristics of teacher
such as skills, competencies, classroom
instruction, knowledge & practical
mastery of pedagogical techniques,
evidence of improvement & growth
made in curriculum transaction,
participation in extra instructional
activities and practice of ethics of
teachers.
Teacher effectiveness is an area of
research which is concerned with the
relationship between the characteristics
of teachers, teaching acts, and their
effects on educational outcomes of
classroom teaching (Flanders & Simon,
1969). According to Dickson (1980)
“teaching effectiveness is demonstrated
repertoire of competencies involved with
teaching plans & materials, classroom
procedure,
interpersonal
skills,
learners’ reinforcement involvement
reflected in teacher behavior”. Gupta &
Kappor (1984) have derived the term
teacher effectiveness as a repertoire
of efficacy exhibited by a teacher in
instructional strategies, classroom
management, personal disposition,
temperament & tendencies, evaluation
& feedback, interpersonal relations, job
involvement, initiative & enthusiasm,
professional values and innovativeness
respectively in the everyday teachinglearning situation. While doing this
work the innovative ideas and divergent
thinking is needed. In this study,
researchers had to study the teacher
effectiveness of prospective teachers and
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Creativity
Creativity is the ability to think
flexibly, connect and rearrange
knowledge to generate new and
surprising ideas. Creativity is a mental
process involving the generation of new
ideas or concepts, or new associations
Dhillon & Kaur (2009) studied between existing ideas or concepts.
teacher effectiveness in relation to Sternberg (1991) defined creativity
their value pattern. They found that as the ability to produce work that is
there is not any relationship between both novel, original, unexpected and
teacher effectiveness & value patterns appropriate which is useful, adaptive
of teachers and no significant difference concerning task constraints. Seltzer &
between level of teacher effectiveness Bentley (1999) defined creativity is the
of male & female teachers. Kaur, S. application of knowledge & skills in
(2008) studied occupational stress in new ways to achieve a valued goals.
relation to teacher effectiveness among
Good education, proper care
secondary school teachers. He found and provision of opportunities for
that less effective teachers are under a creative expression inspire, stimulate
higher level of occupational stress than & sharpen the creative mind. In this
the highly effective teachers. While
regard teacher has to play a significant
female are significantly under more
role. He is required to help the children
occupational stress than male teachers.
in nourishing & utilizing their creative
Agarwal, S. (2012) studied the correlation
abilities to the utmost. So, teacher has
between teacher effectiveness and
to plan the activities to enhance the
job satisfaction of secondary school
creativity of the students.
teachers. She concluded that all type of
In the context, when there are
government school teachers have more
teacher effectiveness than the all types more expectations and demand for
of aided and non-aided school teachers. quality in education, the effectiveness
Areekkuzhiyil, Ashok (2014) found of teachers is vital to face the emerging
that the student-teachers have average challenges of globalization. So, the
level of teaching competence and male researchers decided to study the
student-teachers possess higher level relationship between creativity and
of teaching competence than female teacher effectiveness among prospective
teachers.
student-teachers.
its correlation with creativity. Therefore,
the term teacher effectiveness is defined
as a repertoire of efficacy exhibited by a
teacher in student-teacher relationship,
interaction with peers, discipline, lesson
planning, classroom management,
personality and diligence.

42
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
by the researchers with the help
of Teacher Effectiveness Scale
1. To find the levels of creativity among
by Dr. Pramod Kumar & Dr.
prospective teachers.
D. N. Mutha. Researchers studied
2. To find the level of teacher
the literature related to teacher
effectiveness among prospective
effectiveness in detail and identified
teachers.
the competencies of teacher
3. To study the correlation between
effectiveness, namely, studentcreativity & teacher effectiveness
teacher relationship, interaction
among prospective teachers in
with peers, discipline, lesson
relation to gender & type of college.
planning,
class
management,
HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY
personality & diligence. On the
basis of these competencies scale
1. The creativity among prospective
was constructed. It contains 78
teachers is not at high level.
statements with rating scale,
2. The creativity among prospective
“fully agree”, “agree”, “indefinite”,
teachers is not at high level.
“disagree” & “fully disagree”. Its
3. There is no significant relationship
reliability is 0.84 which was checked
between creativity and teacher
by split-half method.
effectiveness among prospective
teachers in relation to gender & type 3. New Test of Creativity by Dr. Roma
Pal
of college.
COLLECTION OF DATA
POPULATION AND SAMPLE
As per the planning, the Creativity
For this study, the population of
1250 second year prospective teachers Test & Student Teachers Effectiveness
Scale
(STERS)
were
of D.T.Ed. Colleges in Jalgaon District, Rating
Maharashtra was decided. The sample administered. Before administrating
of 414 prospective teachers was selected the tool, the purpose of research was
by multi-stage random sampling explained & necessary instructions were
technique from D. T. Ed. Colleges in given to the prospective teachers for
obtaining correct and valid responses.
Jalgaon District, Maharashtra.
The prospective teachers were very
TOOLS
attentive, they are asked to give their
1. Student Teachers Effectiveness responses freely and their difficulties
Rating Scale (STERS) constructed related to the tools were clarified. The
by Researcher:
responses were collected from the
2. The Student Teachers Effectiveness prospective teachers and scoring of
Rating Scale (STERS) was prepared each item was done.
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Table 1
Descriptive Analysis of Creativity Scores and
Teacher Effectiveness Scores of Prospective Teachers
Number of
Standard
Mean Median Mode
Skewness Kurtosis
Students
Deviation
(M) (Mdn) (Mo)
(Sk)
(Ku)
(N)
(SD)

Variable
Creativity

409

65.75

64.00

47.00

20.49

0.32

0.50

Teacher
Effectiveness

409

323.85 325.00 321.00

33.34

-0.63

1.19

H 1: The creativity among prospective teachers is not at high level.
Table 2
Level of Creativity among Prospective Teachers
Score
Limits

Levels of
Creativity

Below 46

Number of Prospective
Teachers

Percentage (%)

Granted

Nongranted

Total

Granted

Nongranted

Total

Low Level

126

89

215

51.85

58.17

54.30

46 to 86

Moderate Level

67

40

107

27.57

26.14

27.02

Above 86

High Level

50

24

74

20.58

15.69

18.68

The table 2 indicates that only
18.68 % of prospective teachers under
the study show high creativity while
27.02 % of prospective teachers show
average level of creativity and majority
of prospective teachers i.e. 54.30 % show
low level of creativity. The calculated
figures of average and low creativity
level of prospective teachers indicate
44

that the creativity among prospective
teachers is low. The Hypothesis “The
creativity among prospective teachers
is not at high level” is accepted. Thus
it can be said that he creativity among
prospective teachers is not at high level.
H 2: The teacher effectiveness
among prospective teachers is not at
high level.
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Table 3
Level of Teacher Effectiveness among Prospective Teachers
Score
Limits

Number of Prospective
Percentage
Teachers
Levels of Teacher
Effectiveness
NonNonGranted
Total Granted
granted
granted

Total

Below 291

Low Level

28

24

52

11.52

15.69

13.13

291 to 357

Moderate Level

174

106

280

71.60

69.28

70.71

Above 357

High Level

41

23

64

16.87

15.03

16.16

From above table, it is seen that
the low & average level of teacher
effectiveness is 13.13% & 70.71%
respectively while the high level of
teacher effectiveness is found in
only 16.16% of prospective teachers.
The average & low level of teacher
effectiveness
among
prospective
teachers indicates that the teacher
effectiveness
among
prospective

teachers is low. Therefore the hypothesis
“The teacher effectiveness among
prospective teachers is not at high level”
is accepted. Thus it can be said that he
teacher effectiveness among prospective
teachers is not at high level.
H 3: There is no significant
relationship between creativity and
teacher effectiveness of prospective
teachers.

Table 4
Significance of ‘r’ between Creativity and Teacher Effectiveness among
Prospective Teachers in relation to Gender and Type of College
Sample Group

Calculate
‘r’

Degrees of
Freedom
(df)

Total Sample

0.126

408

0.098

0.128

Significant

Granted

0.966

241

0.138

0.181

Significant

Non-granted

0.933

151

0.159

0.208

Significant

Male

- 0.085

192

0.138

0.181

No significant

Female

0.33

200

0.138

0.181

Significant

Granted Male

-0.152

111

0.195

0.254

No significant

Critical ‘r’
0.05 Level 0.01 Level
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Significance
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Sample Group

Calculate
‘r’

Degrees of
Freedom
(df)

Granted Female

0.28

128

0.174

0.228

Significant

Non- granted Male

0.06

79

0.217

0.283

No significant

Non- granted
Female

0.393

70

0.232

0.32

Significant

Where, S = Significant,

Critical ‘r’
0.05 Level 0.01 Level

Significance

Ns = Not Significant

From table 4 it is seen that the
obtained coefficient of correlation
between Creativity (CR) & Teacher
Effectiveness (TE) ‘r’ is 0.126 is near
equal to tabulated ‘r’ at 0.01 level of
significance. Hence, ‘r’ between CR
& TE among prospective teachers is
significant. The hypothesis “There is
no significant relationship between
creativity and teacher effectiveness
of prospective teachers” is rejected.
This implies that there is a significant
relationship between Creativity (CR)
& Teacher Effectiveness (TE) of
prospective teachers.

type of college” is rejected. This implies
that there is a significant relationship
between Creativity (CR) & Teacher
Effectiveness (TE) of prospective
teachers in relation to type of college.

From the same table it can be
seen that the obtained coefficient of
correlation between Creativity (CR)
& Teacher Effectiveness (TE) of total
male, granted male and non-granted
male prospective teachers are -0.085,
-0.152 & 0.06 respectively which are not
significant. Therefore the hypothesis,
“There is no significant relationship
between creativity and teacher
From the table 4 it can be seen that effectiveness of male prospective
the obtained coefficient of correlation teachers” is accepted. This implies that
between Creativity (CR) & Teacher there is no significant relationship
Effectiveness (TE) of granted and non- between Creativity (CR) & Teacher
granted prospective teachers are 0.966 & Effectiveness (TE) of male prospective
0.933 respectively which are significant. teachers.
Therefore, the hypothesis, “There is
From the same table it can be
no significant relationship between
seen that the obtained coefficient of
creativity and teacher effectiveness
correlation between Creativity (CR)
of prospective teachers in relation to
& Teacher Effectiveness (TE) of total
46
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female, granted female and non-granted
female prospective teachers are 0.33,
0.28 & 0.393 respectively which are
significant. Therefore the hypothesis,
“There is no significant relationship
between creativity and teacher
effectiveness of female prospective
teachers” is rejected. This implies
that there is a significant relationship
between Creativity (CR) & Teacher
Effectiveness (TE) of female prospective
teachers.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
On the basis of analysis and
interpretation of data, the following
findings are drawn.
1. The creativity among prospective
teachers is at low level.
2. The teacher effectiveness among
prospective teachers is at low level.
3. There is a significant relationship
between Creativity (CR) & Teacher
Effectiveness (TE) of prospective
teachers in relation to type of
college.
4. There is no significant relationship
between Creativity (CR) &
Teacher Effectiveness (TE) of male
prospective teachers.
5. There is a significant relationship
between Creativity (CR) & Teacher
Effectiveness (TE) of female
prospective teachers.

The findings clearly show that there
is a significant relationship between
creativity & teacher effectiveness
among prospective teachers in relation
to type of college & gender. The level of
creativity among prospective teachers
is low. This impacted on their teacher
effectiveness. Teacher has to play various
roles. They needed competencies
in their roles and functions such as
planning and preparation of teaching,
classroom
management,
subject
knowledge, emotional control, moral
values, interpersonal relationship,
communication etc. in performing
these activities newness is required.
“Winner do not do different things,
they do things differently”. Same thing
is true in teacher effectiveness. Teacher
has to do his task innovative ways. The
creativity among prospective teachers
should be enhanced. Creativity can be
analyzed for its elements which may
then provide a basis for exploring the
kinds of experiences that might assist
prospective teachers in learning to use
creative approaches to their work in
the classroom, school and community.
Every teacher education institution/
college should organize pre-service
program which will be contribute to
their development of teachers who will
begin their professional work in the
field of with a desire & some ability to
teacher creativity.
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INTRODUCTION
Women’s
empowerment
has
become a significant topic of discussion
in the recent years. Women form a
nation’s significant human resource.
Women’s economic empowerment
refers to the ability for women to enjoy
their rights to control and benefit from
resources, assets, income and their own
time, as well as the ability to manage
risk and improve their economic
status and wellbeing. They should be
used as instruments for the growth
and development of economy of each
and every state. Gender-sensitivity is
required in developing production
technologies for off-farm enterprises.
An improved weaving device in India
that required eight hours operation a
day to make it profitable was rejected by
women who only had two to four hours
to spare for this particular activity (Carr,
1991).

Technological attempts to improve
productivity in poultry have effectively
removed women from poultry
businesses in many countries as men
were better able to profit from the
innovation (Acharya, 1981). Women’s
economic empowerment refers to
a process by which women expand
their ability to succeed and advance
economically, and where they have the
power to make and act on strategic life
decisions in a context where this power
was previously denied to them. Many
agencies work hard to improve the ability
of market systems and other inclusive
economic development practitioners
to facilitate inclusive, empowering and
sustainable services to women across
the globe.

GROWTH OF WOMEN
ENTREPRENEURS AT THE
GLOBAL LEVEL
The acceleration of economic
Care must be taken in innovating growth requires an increased supply
with production technologies so of women entrepreneurs (Shah, 2012).
that improved techniques really The field of entrepreneurship has
mean improved benefits for women. recently gained a vast popularity over
Journal of Educational Research & Extension Vol. 55 (No. 2) - April - June 2018
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the whole world. The rate of women
becoming entrepreneurs is high when
compared to men. The faster growing
groups of women in United States are
women entrepreneurs. In accordance
with US International Revenue Service
(IRS), Beauty parlors, dry cleaning
shops, photographic studios, textile
mills, trucking firms, highway and
construction firms and such other
dozens of business are owned by
women. Women own 38 percent of
small business in North America. It
is calculated that the women owned
enterprises growth rate in some of the
developing countries is higher when
compared to the developed countries.

1985 has been declared as “Decade for
Women” the UNO. In November 1978,
the UNIDO Preparatory Meeting on the
role of women in industrialization in
developing countries was held at Vienna.
Various constraints which stand in path
of effective participation of women
in the industrialization of developing
countries have been identified by
it. At its 20th Plenary Meeting held
on July 30 in 1980 at Copenhagen,
Denmark, the World Conference
of the United Nations Decade for
Women decided on a programme of
action aiming at promoting equal and
complete opportunities and treatment
of women in employment, equality in
Attention of international as well remuneration for work of equal value
as national bodies has been attracted in and equal education and training
recent years by the problems of women opportunities for women in both rural
in economic field. The period 1978- and urban areas.
Table 1
Women Work Participation in Global Level
Country

Percentage

India

31.6

USA

45

UK

43

Indonesia

40

Sri Lanka

45

Brazil

35

According to Shanta (2013), among the second place and Indonesia in the
the countries, USA, Sri Lanka stand in third place and Brazil in the fourth
the first position in 45 percent, U.K in place. India is in the last place among
50
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the countries shown in the table. It
can be seen that the growth of women
entrepreneurs in India is not better than
other countries.

hampered by attitudinal constraints,
social traditions and kinship system.
Due to the lack of technical knowledge
and little competition from men, Indian
women have contributed for the most
GROWTH OF WOMEN
part to household industries. The spread
ENTREPRENEURS IN INDIA
of education and growing awareness
Women entrepreneurs in India among women have motivated women
comprise a small proportion of the to enter the fields of engineering,
total entrepreneurs. The emergence electronics, energy and such other
of women entrepreneurs has been industries.
Table 2
Numbers of Women Entrepreneurs Registered in India
Women
Entrepreneurship
States

No. of
Units
Registered

Rank

No. of Women
Entrepreneurs

Rank

Percentage

Tamil Nadu

9,618

1

2,930

2

30.36

Uttar Pradesh

7,980

2

3,180

1

39.84

Kerala

5,487

3

2,135

3

38.91

Punjab

4,791

4

1,618

4

33.77

Maharashtra

4,339

5

1,394

6

32.12

Gujarat

3,872

6

1,538

5

39.72

Karnataka

3,822

7

1,026

7

26.84

Madhya Pradesh

2,967

8

842

8

28.38

Other States and UTs

14,576

9

4,185

9

28.71

Source: Report of MSMEs, 12 Five year plan (2012-2017).
th

The
growth
of
women
entrepreneurs in the country has been
accelerated by several government
agencies and voluntary organization
like Mahilamandals and so on. Indian
women have become more careerminded, economically independent
and more achievement-oriented. They

would like to widen their scope of work
and taste the fruit of achievement.
But, now, the scenario is changing fast
with modernisation, urbanisation and
development of education and business.
Thus, the opportunities of employment
for women have increased drastically.
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Past and recent experiences of
failures of micro businesses and
non-performance
of
enterprises
have underscored the importance
of entrepreneurial competence. Half
of the world’s population cannot
be ignored: women can make an
important contribution to business
creation (Shah, 2012). Although the
percentage of women entrepreneurs in
the South Asian region is less than 13%
(Singer et al., 2014), they own 37% of all
businesses the world over and generate
$29–36 billion USD through businesses
in South Asian region alone (Vander
Brug, 2013)

entrepreneurs has been extended by
financial corporation in Rajasthan and
the Government effort like Mahila
Mandal, STEP (Support of Training and
Employment Programmes), Training
cum production centre, RMK (Rashtriya
Mahila Kosh), TRYSEM (Training of
Rural Youth for Self Employment),
DWCRA (Development of Women and
Children in Rural Areas) and etc. lend
support to women entrepreneurs.
MANAGERIAL SKILLS AMONG
WOMEN
There are certain managerial skills
which women are good at but are not
conscious of their own skills which are
present in all women.

WOMEN ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMS
1. Purchasing & Negotiating skills:
IN KERALA
All housewives do this day in
Kerala State becomes a model for the
and day out when they go to
development of women entrepreneurs
make domestic purchases, they
in India. The number of Industrial
beautifully negotiate the price with
units runs by women entrepreneurs in
sabjiwala or saree seller.
Kerala in1975-76 was 73. It increased 2. Finance & Accounting skills: All
to 4, 190 industrial Units in 1993-94.
housewives have been managing
The women entrepreneurs in Kerala
their home within a budget. They
occupy a top position in all industries
even save out of the domestic
from readymade garments to high tech
spending and keep it for a rainy
computers. The women entrepreneurs
day without the knowledge of the
in Kerala are at the age group between
husband and rather pleasantly
36 and 46 years. Special assistance
surprise them with the unexpected
programme for women entrepreneurs
help when he is in need. Women are
to provide managerial grant and various
the prime movers when it comes
subsidiaries has been formulated by the
to raising fund for the daughter’s
marriage or even buying of a house
government of Karnataka. Assistance to
for the family. They subtly put
skilled and trained women entrepreneurs
pressure on the husband to keep
under various schemes to women
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aside money for these ventures.
They also take up part time jobs like
tutions at home and raise “Large
Sums” through “Small Savings” for
this family projects. This is nothing
but “Treasury Management”.
3. Project Management: If you
consider the daughter’s marriage
as a project, women have been
excellently managing this project
balancing innumerable events that
go into Indian marriage.

programs to foster the creation
of manufacturing or service
microenterprises be supported by
more than just the government;
support from key banking and
financial institutions and other
assistance agencies is required
by women entrepreneurs. It is
advisable that program budgets
could be shared by these agencies.
When women have economic
empowerment, it is a way for others
to see them as equal members of
society. Through this, they achieve
more self-respect and confidence
by their contributions to their
communities. Simply including
women as a part of a community
can have sweeping positive effects.

STRENGTHENING WOMEN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
If
women
entrepreneurship
development programs are important
for human resource development by
enlarging the number of enterprises,
there should be a stronger commitment 2. Inheritance of land
to the programs and more systematic
Land rights offer a key way to
planning. In India, such programs have
economically empower women,
been made an integral part of industrial
giving them the confidence they
development during the government’s
need to tackle gender inequalities.
Five-Year Plans. They serve a variety
Often, women in developing
of important objectives for self
nations and underdeveloped are
employment, development of rural and
legally restricted from their land
under-developed areas, and benefiting
less privileged groups, including women.
on the sole basis of gender. Having
This section identifies many areas where
a right to their land gives women
women entrepreneurship development
a sort of bargaining power that
programs can be strengthened.
they wouldn’t normally have; in
turn, they gain the ability to assert
1. Enhancing
institutional
and
themselves in various aspects of
financial support
their life, both in and outside of the
It is important that women
home.
entrepreneurship
development
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3. Building
up
infrastructure

the

support

to run for office with a fair chance
of being elected, plays a huge role
in the empowerment of women.
However, participation is not
limited to the realm of politics. It
can include participation in higher
education, in the workplace, and
the ability to make choices for
oneself. The freedom of making a
choice for oneself is key to women’s
empowerment
and
women’s
liberation.

At an organizational level,
it is essential that women
entrepreneurship
development
is taken up by more specialized
organizations that have a stronger
commitment to this activity. A
different culture is required to
promote, motivate and develop
sustainable
infrastructure
for
fostering women entrepreneurship.
A band of dedicated trainer- 5. Enlarging the cadre of trainermotivators are key to this program.
motivators-technical training
In India, with a basic initiative from
It is a strategic weakness in women
ICECD and support from a number
entrepreneurship
development
of financial organizations in many
efforts that a large number of
other countries such as Sri Lanka,
programs focus only on technical
Pakistan,
Bangladesh,
Nepal,
training. Usually, organizations
Philippines and Thailand, these
provide marketing for the women
organizations have so far helped
entrepreneurs and make them only
women launch many enterprises,
wage-earning beneficiaries. There
but there is much work left to be
is a need to select and groom new
done. Women from Indonesia, Sri
trainer-motivators to provide a
Lanka, Malaysia and India have
broad spectrum of support to help
highlighted the need for capacitywomen entrepreneurs start and
building support; they have also
grow microenterprises throughout
identified the need for basic skills
India.
in book keeping and accounting as
well as assistance in removing other 6. The role of education
such constraints that prevent them
Improving education for women
from taking advantage of available
helps raise their levels of health and
opportunities (Shah, 2013).
nutrition and reduces fertility rates.
4. Right to Participate in the Political
Education increases people’s selfActivities
confidence and enables them to find
better jobs, engage in public debate
Political participation, be it the
and make demands. Education
ability voice opinions, or the ability
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helps to prevent and contain disease
and is an essential element of efforts
to reduce malnutrition.
7. Internet and Blogging

by Shah (2013), 81% of women in
India use ICT for communication
and networking purposes.
8. E-learning

With the easy accessibility
The advent of Internet is one
and affordability of e-learning
single technology which has really
(electronic learning), women
revolutionised the ways of doing
can now study, learn and do
business. They are also denied
business, from the comfort of
equitable access to information,
their homes. By empowering
technical know-how, extension
themselves educationally through
programs, training, marketing
new technologies like e-learning,
assistance, credit and a general
women are also learning new skills
opening up of their horizon.
that will come in handy in today’s
As described in a survey report
advancing globalized world.
published by the United Nations
Conference
on
Trade
and 9. Identifying opportunities
Development (UNCTAD, 2013),
One of the more urgent needs is to
“...due to their difficulty in dealing
identify a variety of tiny, micro and
with the life puzzle originated by
small-scale project opportunities
the need of taking care of family and
that the women entrepreneurs can
business at the same time, women
take up. This is necessitated by the
entrepreneurs are considered to
fact that new women entrepreneurs
have relatively lesser experience
in the region - due to their limited
in terms of handling external
educational background, vision
business contacts for innovation.
and capabilities - need the help of
However, such difficulties have
support organizations to identify
also enabled women to embrace
opportunities.
the opportunities provided by
Information and Communications 10. Training and counselling
Training
manuals,
training
Technologies (ICTs) to create
materials, audio-visual aids, etc.
marketing
channels,
collect
have been developed by many
customer information and improve
organizations, especially by ICECD
efficiencies in their business
over last 27 years. It should be the
processes”. A report to the United
task of country-level trainers to
Nations Economic and Social
translate available training material
Commission for Asia and the Pacific
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to suit the requirement of the
region. Adequate funding will have
to be ensured for this work.
11. Fostering an entrepreneurial
culture and environment

entrepreneurial skills (Shah, 1996).
Forced to work within a restricted
ecosystem,
aspiring
women
entrepreneurs living in rural areas
become less confident. They also
dependent on middlemen and
other agencies, especially if markets
are beyond their reach (Shah, 2012).

To ensure a future supply of
entrepreneurs, an entrepreneurial
culture and spirit should be
Sustainability
of
encouraged in families from early 2. Economic
Women-Led Microenterprises
childhood. Further, the overall
Another area of concern is the
environment,
especially
the
issue of economic sustainability of
policies, schemes of assistance
women-led microenterprises. In
and their implementation, must
the specific context of enhancing
induce and encourage women
the economic position of women,
entrepreneurship. Once we create
microenterprises refer to incomethe first generation of women
generating projects that women
entrepreneurs,
the
business
undertake to advance their own
environment will change and the
and their families’ economic
entrepreneurial thinking will exist
well-being. The enterprises can
in families and a new generation
be classified into two categories:
of children will begin thinking
on farm and off-farm (ICECD,
along these lines. This pattern was
1999). For rural women living
evident in the case of entrepreneur
in poverty in India, the situation
Smita Jani, who became a
is even grimmer, because it is
successful technology entrepreneur
often exacerbated by exploitation.
manufacturing multimeters and
Because of family responsibilities,
inspired her son to open his own
certain social customs, values
enterprise in mobile phone repair
and practices in some societies
(Shah, 2013).
and because of male dominance,
Challenges faced by women
women in India often lack exposure
Entrepreneurs
to the outside world. For the success
1. Lack of Confidence
of microenterprises, especially
in manufacturing, development
Across the globe, the most chronic
efforts have come to depend more
problems identified by researchers
on the person behind the project,
are women’s lack of confidence
the women owner/manager and the
and difficulties in acquiring
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entrepreneur. Failures in making
significant breakthrough in rural
and underdeveloped areas have
generally been due to a lack of local
women entrepreneurs (Shah, 2013).
3. Cultural Beliefs
Many of the barriers to women’s
empowerment face are the cultural
norms. Many women feel these
pressures in their workplace and
home, while others have become
accustomed to being treated inferior
to men. Even if men, legislators,
NGOs, etc. are aware of the benefits
women’s
empowerment
and
participation can have, many are
scared of disrupting the status quo
and continue to let societal norms
get in the way of development.
However, despite attempts to bring
out the entrepreneurial capabilities
of women, there are substantial
challenges that inhibit their
capabilities to perform, including
issues relating to gender or cultural
acceptance (Singer et al., 2014)

Types of victimization include
cyber stalking, harassment, online
pornography, and flaming and
others.
5. Sexual harassment
Sexual harassment in particular is
a large barrier for women in the
workplace. It appears in almost all
industries, especially in business,
trade, banking and finance, sales and
marketing, hospitality, civil service
and education. According to the
International Labour Organisation
(ILO), sexual harassment is a clear
form of gender discrimination
based on sex, a manifestation of
unequal power relations between
men and women. Furthermore, the
UN Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW) is
urging for increased measures
of protection for women against
sexual harassment and violence in
the workplace.

4. Internet and Social net-working 6. Unequal Pay for women in the
unorganized areas and Financial
sites
constraints
Research shows that the increasing
Unequal pay for women especially
access to the internet can also result
in the unorganized structure where
in an increased exploitation of
women are paid less than men are
women in different ways. Personal
for performing the same job is a
information on websites has put
challenge. When taking the median
some women’s personal safety at
earnings of men and women who
risk. In 2010, Halt Online Abuse
worked full-time, year-round,
stated that 73% of women were
government data from 2014
victimized through such sites.
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business and home. More over the
showed that women made only two
business success is depends on
third of a man earned. The average
the support the family members
earnings for working mothers came
extended to women in the business
out to even less—$0.71 for every
process and management. The
dollar a father made, according
interest of the family members is a
to a 2014 study conducted by the
determinant factor in the realization
National Partnership for Women
of women folk business aspirations.
and Children. In India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka, many 9. Low-level management skills
rural and agricultural women face
Another argument is that women
substantial problems accessing
entrepreneurs
have
low-level
credit for the purpose of starting up
management
skills.
They
have
or running day-to-day businesses.
to depend on office staffs and
(Llanto et al., 1991; Bourqia et al.,
intermediaries, to get things done,
1991).
especially, the marketing and sales
7. Lack of good training
side of business. Here there is more
probability for business fallacies like
An urgent need, good training is
the intermediaries take major part
needed to develop good women
of the surplus or profit. Marketing
entrepreneurs. Part of the problem
means mobility and confidence in
is really of attitudes, which are built
dealing with the external world,
on regulatory roles rather than
both of which women have been
developmental roles.
discouraged from developing by
8. Family Obligations
social conditioning.
Women’s family obligations also
bar them from becoming successful 10. Knowledge of latest technology
Knowledge of latest technological
entrepreneurs in both developed
changes, know how and education
and
developing
nations.The
level of the person are significant
financial institutions discourage
factor that affect business. The
women entrepreneurs on the belief
literacy rate of women in India is
that they can at any time leave their
found at low level compared to
business and become housewives
male population.
again. The result is that they are
forced to rely on their own savings, 11. Low-level risk taking attitude
and loan from relatives and family
Low-level risk taking attitude is
friends. Married women have
another factor affecting women folk
to make a fine balance between
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programs,
when
successfully
implemented, help us provide good
women entrepreneurs. On the whole,
women entrepreneurship development
programs help enterprises to graduate
from being basic income-generating
projects to sustainable businesses at
preservation levels, and then gradually
to enterprises that are focused on growth
and raise expectations for economic
development and the alleviation of
poverty in developing nations. In
CONCLUSION
conclusion, it can be said that, although
The
position
of
women some successful strategies have been
entrepreneurs reminds us the fact that evolved, much still has to be done in the
motivated people with right mental effort to alleviate poverty by developing
attitude and expert skills cannot women entrepreneurs in the developing
be acquired so easily. Many barriers countries especially in India. However,
make it difficult for women to advance despite attempts to bring out the
in their workplace or receive fair entrepreneurial capabilities of women,
compensation for the work they provide. there are many substantial challenges
Women entrepreneurship development that inhibit their capabilities to perform.
decision to get into business. Lowlevel education provides low-level
self-confidence and self-reliance
to the women folk to engage in
business, which is continuous risk
taking and strategic cession making
profession.
Investing
money,
maintaining the operations and
ploughing back money for surplus
generation requires high risk taking
attitude, courage and confidence.
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